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Lydian Press, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Who would have guessed that those sweet, sexy boy next door
types are actually serial killers. Certainly none of their victims. This anthology contains six stories
on the theme of serial killers. Best Buddies: Aiden and Sonny; straight buddies with a penchant for
porn, murder. and each other. Nurse Betty: During the most powerful hurricane to hit New York, a
predator hunts the male doctors, nurses, and patients of St. Christo hospital. The Hit: The hunter
had his prey clearly in the crosshairs. Who would want this elegant beautiful creature dead?
Tuesdays with Nathan: Their similarities brought them together, but would ultimately be what
would tear them apart. Twins: Sexy, but brutal scientist, Victor is sleeping with both twins. Is there
such a thing as the perfect twin? Vengeance: What makes a man into a submissive? Why does
anyone crave punishment at the hands of another? All the above titles were originally published as
individual eBooks by loveyoudivine Alterotica. Excerpt from: The Hit The binoculars were trained
on Gannon s dance studio with the bar stretched the length of it, in front...
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ReviewsReviews

This created ebook is wonderful. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You may like the way the author compose this pdf.
-- Frederic Lang-- Frederic Lang

It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this book
to discover.
-- Kyla Goodwin-- Kyla Goodwin
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